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Definition: *(Noun)* The action or process of innovating

Synonyms:
- Change
- Revolution
- Upheaval
- Transformation
- Breakthrough
Innovation with IoT

- Business Outcomes
- Platforms
- Applications and Solutions
- Software and Analytics
- Connectivity and Security
Objective:
To create awareness among local software developer community on IoT technologies

Total Number of Participants: 90
Total Ideas Developed: 18
Prize Pool: $8000
Team Name: ShelfMetrics

IoT Project Overview: An app that monitors retail shelf space on a real-time basis – helps with better inventory management and customer shopping experience

Prize Award: $1500 USD

Team Members:
• Yazik Puthenpediyakkal
• Waheed Rahuman
Team Name: Saedni

IoT Project Overview: An app that continuously monitors the health status of a patient wearing an IoT wearable device

Prize Award: $2500 USD

Team Members:
• Asad Ali Kanwal
• Saif Ur Rehman Muhammad Yousuf
• Wasi Ur Rehman Mujeeb
• Vivek Srivastava
• Mohamed Elrashid
Team Name: SmartX

IoT Project Overview: An App for passengers that improves overall flying and airport experience world-wide

Prize Award: $4000 USD

Team Members:
• Avishek Chakraboty
• Neeraj Agrawal
• Fasihuddin Mirza
• Mohammed Masood Sofi
Innovation Grand Challenge

3,000+ entries
100+ countries

15 Semifinalists
6 Finalists
3 Winners
Innovation Grand Challenge Finalists

- Tom Caldwell
  San Diego, CA
- Pedram Khalili
  Los Angeles, CA
- Liz Derr
  Point Richmond, CA
- Scott Everett
  Fredericton, Canada
- Ville Mickelsson
  Espoo, Finland
- Zhengliang Wu
  Dresden, Germany

Simularity

Inston

CyberFlow Analytics

CyberLightning

Green City Solutions
Innovation Grand Challenge Winners

1st Place
$150,000

2nd Place
$75,000

3rd Place
$25,000
WE CANNOT SOLVE OUR PROBLEMS WITH THE SAME THINKING WE USED WHEN WE CREATED THEM

-Albert Einstein
Thank You